Background Advances in diagnostic and treatment regimens that aim to reduce fracture incidence will benefit from a better understanding of how bone morphology and tissue quality define whole-bone mechanical properties. Questions/purposes The goal of this article was to review what is known about the interactions among morphologic and tissue quality traits and how these interactions contribute to bone quality (ie, whole-bone mechanical function). Several questions were addressed. First, how do interactions among morphology and tissue quality traits relate to functional adaptation? Second, what are the emergent patterns of functionally adapted trait sets in long bones? Third, how effective is phenotypic integration at establishing function across a population? Fourth, what are the emergent patterns of functionally adapted trait sets in corticocancellous structures? Fifth, how do functional interactions change with aging? Methods A literature review was conducted with papers identified primarily through citations listed in reference sections as well as general searches using Google Scholar and PubMed. Results The interactions among adult traits or phenotypic integration are an emergent property of the compensatory mechanisms complex systems used to establish function or homeostasis. Traits are not regulated independently but vary simultaneously (ie, covary) in specific ways to establish function. This covariation results in individuals acquiring unique sets of traits to establish bone quality. Conclusions and Clinical Relevance Biologic constraints imposed on the skeletal system result in a population showing a pattern of trait sets that is predictable based on external bone size and that can be used to identify individuals with reduced bone quality relative to their bone size and body size.
Introduction
Bone quality can be simply defined in engineering terms as the mechanical behavior of a skeletal structure at the whole-bone level (Fig. 1 ). This behavior includes common, more predictable properties, such as stiffness and failure load (also known as whole-bone strength), as well as more complex, less predictable properties, such as toughness, creep, and fatigability. A major challenge to reducing the worldwide incidence of fractures and the associated mortality, morbidity, and cost [50] is that the repertoire of mechanical properties defining bone quality can only be accurately measured ex vivo by destructive mechanical tests. According to engineering principles, the mechanical behavior of any structure, whether it is a bridge, building, or bone, depends on the morphology of the structure and the mechanical properties of the materials used in construction ( Fig. 1) . In situ values for bone quality can be approximated from noninvasively derived measures of morphology and tissue quality. This poses an enormous barrier to accurately identifying individuals who are at risk of fracturing and for determining how to treat them to prevent fractures. Consequently, we must rely on physical traits that are related to whole-bone mechanical properties or that can be used in analytical models to predict wholebone strength [13] .
Morphology is defined here as any physical trait that quantifies the size and shape of bone. Tissue quality encompasses all tissue-level material properties, such as modulus, strength, ductility, toughness, fatigability, and creep. For cortical bone, ''tissue'' is comprised of the mineralized matrix, including pores. For trabecular bone, ''tissue'' is defined on the same length scale as that used to define cortical bone and thus includes traits describing the mineralized matrix and trabecular architecture (eg, bone volume/tissue volume [BV/TV], anisotropy, trabecular thickness).
Identifying the physical traits that predict bone quality and fracture risk should seem like a straightforward problem to solve. However, bone is anything but simple, and a major problem is that adaptive processes allow variation in one trait to be compensated by changes in other traits [53] . Furthermore, the construction of bone, like buildings and bridges, faces a common design constraint in that function must be achieved using limited resources. Finally, the process must be sufficiently flexible to account for variations in the system. Bone structure varies widely among individuals, largely independent of height and weight, and this variation results from genetic and environmental factors [56] . Because the functional adaptation process must work for all individuals, bone must be artfully constructed using a clever combination of traits. Given the wide variation in bone size relative to body size, each person arrives at bone strength in very different ways by acquiring a particular combination of traits during growth. Morphology can be modified depending on the tissue-level material properties [5] . Likewise, tissue quality can be modified depending on the morphologic constraints [41, 80] . Thus, not only are morphology and tissue quality important, but the interaction among these traits is also particularly important for bone quality.
Although much is known about bone morphology and tissue quality, little is known about how bone integrates morphologic and tissue quality traits in the context of skeletal function. 
Search Strategy and Criteria
The number of papers and book chapters that deal with the interaction between morphology and tissue quality are quite small in comparison to the number of papers that address morphology and tissue quality separately. In fact, these papers are rare and difficult to find using traditional PubMed and Google Scholar searches. The papers listed in this review were primarily found through citations listed in the reference sections of several papers. Searches were generally more successful in Google Scholar than in Pub-Med, and keywords included ''bone morphology tissue quality,'' ''bone phenotypic integration,'' ''bone functional adaptation,'' ''bone compensatory interactions biomechanics,'' ''bone compensatory interactions biomechanics aging.''
How Do Interactions Among Morphologic and Tissue Quality Traits Relate to Functional Adaptation?
Traits that covary or are coordinated in a way to satisfy a common function are considered functionally related or functionally integrated [11] . Functional interactions have been well studied during the past century primarily in the context of how morphologic integration impacts evolutionary changes in skeletal structure [12, 53, 81] . More recently, these interactions have also been studied in the context of skeletal stiffness and strength [34, 75] . Functional interactions are not limited to morphologic traits but also involve interactions with tissue quality traits. When viewing whole-bone mechanical properties across species and for structures with very diverse functions, skeletal stiffness and strength are facilitated by the particular combination of morphologic and tissue quality traits [16] . For example, the reduced mineralization of the deer antler results in very high toughness, a property critical for sparring during the rutting season. In contrast, the increased mineralization of the fin whale's tympanic bulla results in very high tissue stiffness (modulus), a property critical for transmitting sound waves with high fidelity.
Experimental evidence indicating morphologic and tissue quality traits interact to establish function is not limited to a comparison of bones from different species with diverse functions, but these interactions have also been observed for the same bone within a single species. Functional interactions have been reported for phalangeal segments from the brown bat [55] , for long bones during growth [7, 9, 31, 33] , for adult human long bones [74, 76] , and for adult mouse long bones [34] and vertebral bodies [73] . Although tissue quality is often assumed to be the same for all individuals [63] , it is well known tissue quality and matrix organization vary widely along the length of human long bones [39] and around the cortex [30, 42, 68] . Much of this variation has been attributed to site-specific loading conditions. These studies clearly show bone is capable of exhibiting a wide range of adaptive responses to establish function, from gross modulation of crosssectional morphology to more refined modulation of matrix deposition, organization, and mineralization. However, the biologic mechanisms responsible for coordinating these traits during growth are not well understood.
What Are the Emergent Patterns of Functionally Adapted Trait Sets in Long Bones?
The interindividual variation in diaphyseal bone width provides a straightforward model to illustrate the interactions among morphologic and tissue quality traits play a central role in establishing bone quality. Long-bone robustness, a measure of cross-sectional size (eg, width, total area, moment of inertia) relative to length ( Fig. 2) , is a heritable trait [35, 40, 71] resulting from variation in the biologic processes regulating the relationship between growth in width (subperiosteal expansion) and growth in length [56] . This relationship is established early in life, by 2 years of age in humans [38, 54] and by 2 weeks in mice [57] . Ural and Vashishth [76] , who examined male tibiae over a large age range, showed a negative correlation between external bone size and the area fraction of unremodeled tissue. This indicated slender tibiae contain Fig. 2 A schematic shows how bone morphology varies widely among individuals, from slender (narrow relative to length) to robust (wide relative to length). If the skeletal system had no biologic mechanism to compensate for the variation in robustness, then slender bones would have a lower whole-bone stiffness and strength relative to robust bones. However, if the skeletal system has a biologic mechanism to compensate for the variation in robustness, then whole-bone stiffness and strength will be similar for slender and robust bones. a greater amount of interstitial tissue compared with robust tibiae. Variation in robustness is particularly important clinically because variants leading to a slender phenotype could result in reduced whole-bone stiffness and strength relative to a robust phenotype if the system were not able to compensate by modifying tissue modulus [77] . For example, a 15% reduction in the width of a hollow cylinder, with no change in cortical area or tissue modulus, is associated with a 35% reduction in global bending stiffness relative to a robust cylinder. However, a proportional increase in tissue modulus could rescue this global phenotype, resulting in similar stiffness values for slender and robust structures. Thus, tissue modulus should theoretically correlate negatively with bone robustness so all individuals achieve functionally adapted bones (Fig. 2) . A recent study by Tommasini et al. [74] showed ash content was negatively related to bone robustness, measured as total area/bone length (Tt.Ar/Le), when the effects of body size were taken into consideration. Reanalysis of the data presented in Tommasini et al. [74] confirmed tissue modulus correlated negatively with measures of bone robustness such as Tt.Ar/ Le or the polar section modulus (J/r) normalized by bone length (Fig. 3 ). Similar functional interactions have been observed in adult mouse long bone [34, 45] .
These studies show the skeletal system is capable of compensating for variants affecting external bone size. The process of functional adaptation within the skeletal system thus results in individuals acquiring particular sets of traits that are predictable based on bone robustness. Individuals with slender bones will tend to have a small external width combined with increased relative cortical area (cortical area/ total area) and increased mineralization. At the other extreme, individuals with robust bones will tend to have a large external width combined with reduced relative cortical area and reduced mineralization. Importantly, this pattern was consistent among individuals because cortical area was similar for robust and slender diaphyses, consistent with the idea that bone maximizes stiffness using minimum mass [18, 26] . This pattern is important because it may be used to identify individuals that acquire ''suboptimal'' sets of traits relative to their bone size and body size and thus have reduced bone quality. Importantly, small increases in mineralization, on the order of 2% to 4%, are associated with substantial (20%-30%) increases in tissue modulus and strength [17] . This small but important variation in mineralization poses a challenge for accurately measuring tissue quality noninvasively. The downside of this functional adaptation process is that increasing mineralization to compensate for slender phenotypes may occur at the expense of reduced tissue toughness [17] . Having higher matrix mineralization would generally not be a problem under normal daily activities, but the reduced tissue toughness may be problematic under extreme conditions, such as intense physical exercise (eg, military training) or during a fall [24] . The compensatory nature of the skeletal system may thus put individuals with slender bones at risk of fracturing [1, 2, 10, 14, 20, 21, 27, 28, 37, 43, 51] , even if they are functionally adapted to support daily loading conditions. 
How Effective Is Phenotypic Integration at Establishing Function?
The effectiveness of the interactions among morphologic and tissue quality traits to equalize bone quality across a population exhibiting a wide range in robustness has not been established. Solving this problem has both academic value for advancing our understanding of how bone works and clinical value for understanding how physical bone traits contribute to bone quality and fracture risk. To address this problem, a functional end point for bones needs to be defined to provide context to the word ''effective.'' Bone is believed to use a closed-loop feedback process to model or remodel tissue to achieve a particular peak tissue level strain [26, 44, 49, 61] . Using the idea that bone adapts to achieve a common peak strain, we asked whether individuals with slender bones are adapted to body size in the same way as individuals with robust bones. Data from Tommasini et al. [74] were reanalyzed to determine whether the morphology-tissue quality interactions were sufficient to generate similar strains relative to body size for slender and robust tibiae of young adult men and women. Tissue strains were estimated using beam theory. The tibiae were assumed to be subjected to a combination of bending and compressive loads. The applied bending moment was assumed to be proportional to body weight times tibial length and the compressive force was assumed to be proportional to body weight [62, 66] . Cross-sectional morphology and tissue modulus were measured at multiple locations along the length of the tibiae and averaged to generate a diaphyseal structure with homogeneous tissue quality. The tibiae were divided into tertiles based on robustness (Tt.Ar/Le). For males, the peak compressive strain calculated for tibiae in the slender tertile was similar (p \ 0.28, t test) to the peak strain for tibiae in the robust tertile ( Fig. 4 ). However, for women, the peak compressive strain for tibiae in the slender tertile was 41% greater compared with the strain for tibiae in the robust tertile (p \ 0.02, t test). The estimated peak strains were on average 43% greater for women compared with men (p \ 0.001, t test). This analysis suggested the functional adaptation process works well across the range of robustness values for men but not women. Although women have more slender bones compared with men (p \ 0.00002, t test), the functional adaptation process appears to result in greater tissue strains and thus reduced stiffness relative to body size for women, particularly those with slender tibiae. Although this analysis must be confirmed using ex vivo whole-bone mechanical tests and a larger cohort of individuals, the results emphasize the importance of understanding how the interactions among morphologic and tissue quality traits contribute to bone quality and fracture risk on an individualized basis.
What Are the Emergent Patterns of Functionally Adapted Trait Sets in Corticocancellous Structures?
Functional interactions among morphologic and compositional traits have also been observed in corticocancellous structures such as the femoral neck and the vertebral body. The number of traits involved in establishing function, and thus the complexity of the trait interactions, is dramatically higher for corticocancellous structures compared with diaphyseal structures. These traits include the morphologic and compositional traits of the cortical shell and the morphologic and compositional traits of the trabecular tissue. Functional interactions among corticocancellous traits have been reported largely in regard to the relative proportion of cortical and trabecular tissues, which is associated with fracture risk [3, 4, 19, 59, 60, 70, 78] . This should not be surprising because both tissue types contribute to skeletal strength and fracture resistance [6, 23, 46, 47, 69] . For example, despite the fact that the average thickness of the cortical shell of the vertebral body is only approximately 0.38 mm, the mass fraction of the cortical shell ranged from 21% to 39% and the maximum load fraction supported by the shell ranged from 38% to 54% [23] .
Despite the large number of potential trait interactions in corticocancellous structures, there is a pattern to the way traits covary among individuals. A recent study examining the femoral neck of nearly 700 healthy women showed the relative proportion of cortical and trabecular tissues acquired by a person during growth correlated with femoral neck width and body weight [82] . Women with wide Fig. 4 Data from Tommasini et al. [74] were reanalyzed to estimate tissue level strains. Peak compressive strain was estimated for the tibiae of young adult men (n = 17) and women (n = 14) and expressed relative to strains for robust male tibiae. Tibiae were assumed to be subjected to bending and compressive loads. No differences in peak strain were found for men with slender and robust tibiae. However, peak strains were higher for tibiae in the slender tertile compared with the robust tertile for women, suggesting the combination of traits for slender tibiae resulted in reduced stiffness relative to body weight. Error bars are SDs. femoral necks had proportionally less cortical bone and lower trabecular density, whereas women with narrow femoral necks had proportionally greater cortical bone and higher trabecular density (Fig. 5) . Further, the amount of bone was independent of external bone size, consistent with the notion that bone adapts to maximize stiffness using minimum mass [18, 26] . Thus, healthy individuals with functionally adapted structures show different relative proportions of cortical and cancellous tissues that are predictable based on bone size. A similar pattern of trait interactions was observed for the vertebral body of inbred mouse strains [73] . Multivariate analyses showed inbred mouse strains, which tended to have smaller vertebrae relative to body size, achieved mechanical functionality by increasing mineralization and the relative amounts of cortical and trabecular bone. The interdependence among corticocancellous traits in the vertebral body indicated variation in trabecular bone traits was determined in part by the adaptive response to variation in traits describing the cortical shell. Given that physiologic forces are important for the normal maturation of trabecular tissue into a highly adapted, anisotropic structure [25, 72] , the amount of load imparted to the trabecular tissue during growth may be a critical determinant of adult trabecular bone mass and architecture. Thus, the degree of load sharing between the cortical and trabecular components during growth may provide a biomechanical mechanism explaining functional interactions among corticocancellous traits.
The functional adaptation process in corticocancellous structures, such as long bone diaphyses, compensates for variants affecting external bone size, resulting in each person acquiring a specific set of cortical and trabecular traits [73, 82] . These studies clearly showed variation in the relative proportion of cortical and trabecular traits in relation to bone size is a normal trait variant. This outcome may help to interpret recent work showing fracture risk is not simply related to bone mass or bone diameter but to specific sets of trait. Women with fractures had wider femoral neck widths combined with reduced cortical thickness, whereas men with fractures had narrower femoral neck widths combined with reduced cortical thickness [19] . Similar results were observed in the Rotterdam study for 2740 women [60] and the Osteoporotic Fractures in Men study for 3347 men [4] . However, the Rotterdam study showed men with hip fractures had wider bones with thinner cortices [60] . Further research is required to better understand why these structural determinants vary with gender and among study populations and whether the individuals with fractures exhibit trait sets outside the normal range for their bone size and body size. Recent studies using high-resolution imaging methods revealed aging of corticocancellous structures cannot be characterized simply in terms of a net loss of bone mass. Bone loss occurs in a gender-specific manner [36] , and the reduction in trabecular bone volume fraction (BV/TV) in men and women begins earlier than expected [36, 58] . Although men have greater trabecular BV/TV than women, both genders show similar age-related decreases in trabecular BV/TV. However, women lose bone mass through loss of trabecular number, whereas men lose bone mass through loss of trabecular thickness [36] . This genderspecific bone loss pattern has important mechanical consequences because the loss of trabecular number has a three to four times worse effect on bone strength compared with loss of BV/TV through trabecular thinning [67] . Longitudinal studies using in vivo micro-CT revealed age-and ovariectomy-related bone loss is accompanied by a tremendous amount of remodeling in the remaining trabecular elements [79] . This remodeling may represent an adaptive response to maintain function during a time of net bone loss through compensatory changes that occur among trabecular elements. Waarsing et al. [79] suggested the state of bone loss during estrogen depletion is better described as ''accelerated bone metabolism that resulted in fast, possibly mechanically driven, bone adaptation.'' The adaptive response is not limited to trabecular tissue but has also been observed for the surrounding cortical tissue in human [22, 58] and mouse [29] bone. Age-related decreases in trabecular bone mass are often accompanied by age-related increases in periosteal expansion, depending on race and gender [22] .
Discussion
Advances in diagnostic and treatment regimens that aim to reduce fracture incidence will benefit from a better understanding of how bone morphology and tissue quality define whole-bone mechanical properties. The goal of this review was to report what is known about how the interactions between morphologic and tissue quality traits contribute to whole-bone mechanical properties (ie, bone quality). A primary limitation of this review is the difficulty in accessing papers dealing with the interactions among traits. Many papers discuss the interactions among morphologic and tissue quality traits as a way to explain observations in their data, but few studies have actually studied these interactions on a scientific basis. Consequently, these integrative studies are just in their infancy and much work needs to be done to understand the biologic control mechanisms coordinating relative trait values. Many unresolved issues remain. First, functional interactions are often described as compensatory and this implies a degree of causality in that variation in one trait elicits adaptive changes in other traits. Although the temporal sequence in which traits mature during growth may provide a sense of causality [33] , there is no scientific basis for causality yet. Second, the coordination among traits is facilitated by osteoblasts and osteoclasts, and yet what controls their relative activities to coordinate traits is not known. Third, how the components of negative feedback control (eg, set point, sensors, etc), which are responsible for coordinating morphologic and tissue quality traits, relate to biologic processes remains unclear. Fourth, although this review touched on whether this covariation process is effective at establishing function across a human population, very little is understood about this topic. Are slender bones as stiff and strong relative to body size as robust bones? This has yet to be answered in a large cohort. Finally, osteoblasts and osteoclasts are expected to have constraints imposed on their formative and resorptive activities, and it is unclear whether these constraints limit the degree to which traits can be compensated. We know clinically many single gene mutations (eg, COL1A1 mutations) cannot be fully compensated, but we do not know the range of genetic and environmental variants that can be fully compensated in the general population. Do these constraints, and thus limitations intrinsic to the biologic processes regulating the interactions among traits, contribute to fracture susceptibility?
Although this review focused primarily on interactions among adult traits, there are several studies examining the development of these trait interactions during growth [7-9, 11, 12, 33, 54] , which can be the topic of future review papers. The interactions among traits provide a systematic way to study the functional adaptation process across a population. Genomic studies found interacting traits were regulated largely independently, suggesting these traits may be regulated in a nonpleiotropic manner [32] . This is a critical outcome for prophylactic interventions that aim to increase bone mass to reduce fracture risk because it tells us some traits can be modulated independently of others, allowing for selective treatments tailored to the biologic needs of the individual. Much work needs to be done to further understand the genetic regulation of this process. Importantly, genetic studies will need to focus not only on the traits themselves, which is most often done, but also on the relationships among traits [45] .
This review showed the adaptive response of bone involves interactions among morphologic and tissue quality traits and these interactions define bone quality. These compensatory interactions are critical for health and disease because they buffer genetic and environmental variants that would otherwise lead to dysfunction [48, 64] . Although each person inherits approximately 300 mutations with deleterious effects [15] , most individuals are healthy. This health has been attributed in large part to the buffering mechanisms compensating for deleterious genetic variants [52] . These compensatory interactions complicate the search for genetic and environmental perturbations leading to disease because an unbuffered perturbation may increase disease risk in one person, whereas the same perturbation, if buffered, may have no effect in another person [52] . Genetic or environmental variants that alter compensatory relationships or that cannot be fully compensated as a result of biologic constraints can tip a system from health to disease [52] or expose cryptic genetic variants [65] . Although much work still needs to be done, the data thus far suggest bone traits covary in predictable ways and patterns are emerging when looking at acquired trait sets across a population. Because all whole-bone mechanical properties depend on the particular combination of morphologic and tissue quality traits acquired during growth, the pattern of trait sets across the population is expected to reveal biologic control mechanisms used by all individuals to establish function. This pattern of trait sets may also provide a novel approach to identifying individuals with trait combinations that are underdesigned (ie, less stiff, less strong) and at increased risk of fracturing. Efforts to reduce fracture risk on an individualized basis will benefit from further investigation of how the skeletal system uses these compensatory interactions to establish bone quality and how genetic and environmental factors impair this process, leading to reduced strength, toughness, and fracture resistance.
